The Application of Computer in Education System and its Significance to Teaching and Learning

Abstract

Over the years, computers have changed the way the world works. They have wound up being an advantage for the corporate part, and in addition in diverse zones, for instance, prescription, basic designing, correspondence/communication, investigation, recreations and teaching. Discussing which, PCs or computers have accepted control over the field of teaching, getting over its effect each possible way. These especially machines, which were once used generally as a piece of investigation labs and government work environments have now transformed into a regular sight in schools over the world. Today, computers have touched the lives of many students living in the remotest bit of our planet, be it particularly or otherwise. There is no denying the way that computers absolutely control the life of a typical student in any part of the world, be it as hand-held devices, or printed course readings. In this paper we outlined the applications or uses of computers and its noteworthiness or significance to teaching and learning in worldwide education system or schools.
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